VTER Cotton Face Breathing Mask - Breathable Comfort, Water
Repellent, Fully Machine Washable - Pack of 5 - Washable Cotton
Mask (White) Review-2021

PREMIUM MATERIAL - VTER pack of 5 face masks are made of high-quality knitted cotton fabric,
the stitches are neat and firm, offering excellent permeability, soft texture, comfortable, safe for face
skin and breathable.
COMFORTABLE DESIGN - Soft fabric is used for the ear cords which don't hurt ears even if worn
for a long time. The simple design fits the contour combine with stretchable material makes it fit
most of face sizes.
HEALTH PROTECTION - The mask uses a soft and stretchable fabric that helps adheres along the
face, reduces the gap to block dust invasion. High grade 2 layers cloth made by knitted cotton has
good breathability, easy breathing, and features such as windproof, sweat-absorbing and pollen,
dust collection efficiency. Sweat absorbing helps prevent fogging up glasses without needing a
valve filter.
REUSABLE MASK - VTER face mask made of 65% polyester and 35% cotton offering washable
ability without damaging the mask's form. Most of the dust, pollen, air particles can be flushed out
after washing with cold water and mask can use repeatedly up to 30 times.
MULTIPURPOSE and MULTI-FUNCTION: The dust face masks are designed for multiple purposes:
running, cycling, woodworking, painting, gardening and other outdoor sports.Product Specification:
Material:Cotton, Polyester
Color: White
Size: One size fits most 5.9 inch x 12.6 inch
Feature: Washable, Easy Breathing
Package Information:
- 5 cotton face masks
Ship from USA
VTER Premium Cloth Face Mask
Combo 10 PCS Reusable Washable Mask
Combo 20 PCS Reusable Washable Mask
Combo 30 PCS Reusable Washable Mask
VTER Premium Face Breathing Mask
VTER Premium Face Breathing Mask set 2 pack
Multi Layer

Water Resistant

Stretch Design

Meets CDC Recommendations

Machine Washable

Available Sizes
Kids (Small), Medium, Large, X-Large
Large
Large
Large
One Size
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